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President’s Report
Hello SRI members and welcome to the fall 2017 edition of the Loon’s Call. Thank you to the volunteers who
have made our community publication continue to get rave reviews. Their creative skills and hard work are
much appreciated.
Throughout the summer the lake levels remained high, and until recently the clarity of the water was reduced
by the amount of run off from the frequent rain. However, our community events largely lucked out. Dickey
Day occurred on a warm dry day between two days of rain. The 5Krun was also lucky, and although the
sailing regatta had to be postponed due to weather, the alternative day was sunny. The Pitch-In event was also
blessed with a fine day, and volunteers collected much more trash from our road-sides than I had expected.
Only the golf tournament suffered from rain, but that did not dampen participants’ spirits and camaraderie.
Our AGM on 5 August was well attended and we accomplished some significant business. Members approved
revised By-Laws for the organization that brought them into the electronic age, made them compatible with
forthcoming Provincial legislation, and redefined membership and voting rights. Owners of properties now
have a single membership with one vote, but can designate a non-owner as the SRI member. This was
suggested by some owners who want their adult children to become active members of SRI while the parents
continue to own the property. We hope this meets the needs of families, and will encourage younger people to
become active in the organization. Thank you to Dawn Purchase, our Vice President, who provided leadership
on this issue, and the SRI members who devoted much time over the winter months to come up with revised
text that passed unanimously at the AGM.
At the AGM members raised a significant issue that we will have to deal with as a community. Over the last
few years the number and severity of disturbances caused by some owners and renters of properties have been
increasing. These include excessive noise at late hours, fireworks on many weekends, and very large numbers
of people at properties which increases noise levels and strains septic systems. Many of our members have
rented their properties over the years with no problems, but some properties have become commercial
enterprises, and renters do not seem to realize that others in the community want to enjoy their time at the
lake as well. Disturbances have reached the point that many of our members are asking the SRI to take the
issue to the township and perhaps higher levels of government for resolution. A committee was established to
gather information on the nature and location of disturbances, and to contact the municipality to find out what
can be done to resolve the problem before it gets worse. The issue will then be addressed by the board of
directors to identify next steps.
This is an unfortunate situation. We continue to have a strong sense of community, as is evident in the wellattended fun-filled activities we have during the year, publication of the Loon’s Call, informal interactions,
and sharing of information on a daily basis via social media
and in person. I hope we can resolve this problem as a
Ron & Helene
community without enlisting support from government
authorities. However, if necessary we will have to do so. If any
members have suggestions on how we might best proceed I
would welcome your ideas.
Best wishes for a wonderful autumn and winter
Ron Murray, President
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SHAWANO RATEPAYERS INC. DIRECTORS
(August 2017 - July 2018)

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES, SRI
DIRECTORS AND VOLUNTEERS

President
Ron Murray
Vice President
Dawn Purchase
Secretary
Heather Wayte
Treasurer
Patti Norton
Directors at large:
Mike Noble
Diane Warden
June Wells
Heather Maxwell
Mike Stevens
Phyllis Till
Brian McNeil-Smith
Jean Key
Rob Sztuka

The Loon’s Call
Rob Sztuka
Editor
Heather Maxwell
Assistant Editor
June Wells/Mike Noble
Advertising
Thomas Stelling
Printing
Phyllis Till
Delivery
SRI Website Shawano.ca
Brian McNeil-Smith
Web Master/Manager
June Wells
Web Advertising
Ron Murray
Electronic Distribution
Diane Warden
Welcome Packages
Patti Norton
Shawano Clothing
Patti Norton
Shawano Directory
Ron Murray
Environmental Watch
Patti Norton
Membership
Wally Pitt
Historian
Wally Pitt
Signboard Monitor
Lake Water Quality Monitoring/Reporting
LaVern Wayne
Dickey Lake
Ron Murray
Lake of Islands
Lost
Lake
COMMUNICATION
There are several ways to stay connected to Municipality of Marmora and Lake
Matt Dejong
Chief Building Official
Shawano Ratepayers Inc.
TBA
Ministry of Natural Resources Liaison
Wally
Pitt
Research
1.
Of course, the most personal method is to
Patti Norton
Event
Coordinator
meet with or call a director.
Events
2.
Online: www.shawano.ca & the Facebook
Mike Noble
Dickey Day
group, Dickey Lake Central
Bruce Curwood
Sailing Regatta
3. Hand delivered mail: The SRI locked mailbox
Shannon McVittie
Golf Tournament
beside the SRI signboard, along the main road
Laura Branson-Bourgeois
5K Fun Run

entrance, is checked regularly. Changes of
information forms are always available in the
letter box. Completed change of information
forms, membership dues and other
correspondence to the directors of the SRI
may be slipped through the slot in the locked
mailbox at any time.

President Ron Murray
179 Geoffrey St.
Toronto, Ontario M6R 1P6
Email:
murray.ronald@gmail.com
Advertising June Wells
PO 116 Coe Hill
Ontario, K0L 1P0
Email:
sri.loonscall.advertisi
ng@gmail.com

Membership Patti Norton
112 Emily St. W
Newcastle, ON L1B 1H1
Email:
snorton6@sympatico.ca

SHAWANO RATEPAYERS INC. (SRI)
MEMBERSHIP
Annual membership fee is $40. As of July 28,
2007, SRI introduced Associate Memberships at a
cost of $20, intended for individuals who do not
own property within Shawano, but have a special
interest in staying connected and supporting SRI.
All memberships run for the calendar year. All
membership cheques (payable to Shawano
Ratepayers Inc.) with supporting contact
information should be mailed to Patti Norton,
treasurer. Contact info on the left.

NOW AVAILABLE: PAY ONLINE
WWW.SHAWANO.CA

Rural Mailing Addresses From the Post Office
Be sure to use your complete mailing address for
all your mail, indicating your 9-1-1 (civic)
address and road name. If you have any
questions or require further information, please
contact the Coe Hill Post Office.
Thank you for reading The Loon’s Call
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Municipal Matters

Hi everyone,

be sprayed she could contact the municipality to
not spray that area.
Dickey Day was a huge success again.
Thanks to Mike Noble and all his volunteers and
the Waltons for use of their property. I was
unable to attend the sailing regatta or the Golf
tournament, but am sure they were success as
usual.
Our 'Pitch In' event in June was a success
even with a modest turn out. I would say that
almost every kilometre in our development was
scoured for garbage. Thanks to all who attended.
Next year, we plan to do it earlier before the
black flies are out and the grass is too high. As
an aside, high school students looking for
volunteer hours can get them by volunteering for
events such as Dickey Day, trash pick up and
others.
Other notes over the summer:
• The municipal hub was opened in the offices
above the library in Marmora (which by the way
has many eBooks available for loan as well as
hardcover). The hub provides office space for
many volunteer and government agencies, which
means many elderly or handicapped residents do
not have as far to travel.
• The tree give away in May was a success again
with all the trees (approximately 900) going to
area residents.
• Service Ontario has opened up an office in the
tourist center in Marmora after being absent from
the town for many months. This was a joint effort
by the municipality and Service Ontario.

I hope you all had a safe summer. The
most important news of this season is that
Councillor Elaine Jones has resigned as she has
moved from the municipality and we have been
in the midst of a process to replace her. This
process should be completed shortly.
The August meeting at the Ridge Church
was well attended by Dickey Lake, Thanet Lake
and the Ridge residents. The noise bylaw review
was the main topic for Dickey Lake residents due
to many instances of party noise late into the
night and the gunfire issue. The review has been
handed over to the municipality's solicitor and we
should have a recommendation this fall. I will
keep you up to date through Ron at SRI.
The Thanet Lake folks had concerns
about house trailers on lots in their area. This
has been handed over to the bylaw officer who
has been in contact with the owners to remove
them or comply with the bylaws regulating
them. Thanet Lake has also requested
information on the maintenance of their gravel
roads. The road superintendent advised them
that a re-gravelling of the roads was scheduled
for next year as part of a systematic upgrade of
all roads in the municipality over the coming
years. The council has been allocating
$100,00.00 per year over and above
maintenance to upgrade roads.
A concern over road side spraying for
noxious and poisonous weeds (mainly wild
parsnip) was expressed by one Ridge resident
who has an organic farm. She was advised that it
was only spot spraying and if her roadside was to

Have a great fall and cozy winter.
Mike Stevens

Shawano.ca
pay membership online news - events - Loon’s
Call - buy & sell - and
more coming!
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The Municipality of
Marmora and Lake
By-Law Information for Cottagers

For further information or clarification on
any by-laws, please visit –
www.marmoraandlake.ca – or contact the
Municipal office at 613-472-2629

2001-38 Noise
There can be no unnecessary noise between 10 pm and 8 am. This includes excessive
partying or operation of heavy machinery. Unnecessary continuous noise such as shouting,
screaming, barking dogs, loud music, etc. is not permitted at any time.
2004-22 Pets at Large / 2011-41 Dog Licensing
Dogs must be kept on a leash. Property owners may call animal control at 1-888-663-4443
to address the problem of animals wandering on their property. Failure to control your pet
can result in a fine of $100. Property owners, when taking their pets off their own property,
must properly dispose of animal waste. Failure to do so may result in a fine of $100.
2001-28 / 2001-28A Garbage
Garbage must be properly tagged with a Township tag in order to be picked up on garbage
collection day. The property owner must remove garbage without a tag as soon as possible.
If the property owner does not remove the garbage then the Township will remove it and an
additional charge will be added to the owner’s tax bill.
2004-27 Discharge of a Firearm
It is prohibited to discharge a gun or any other firearm within the residential, urban or
commercial area of Marmora and Lake.
Other Areas of Concern
Parked vehicles may not impede the normal flow of traffic – Derelict vehicles must be
removed by the property owner – ATV’s and Dirt Bikes may be used on roads. The speed
limit is 30 km/hr. Drivers must wear a helmet, be licensed and insured.
There are a number of
other by-laws in place
which pertain to both
seasonal and permanent
residents. For a complete
list of by-laws visit the
website and scan through
them. They are on the
website for your
information.
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FREE GOODS EXCHANGE
Our first ever Free Goods
Exchange (Reuse/Recycle
Table) at this year’s
Dickey Day can be
counted as a modest
success. While only 7
families donated, there
were many treasures from
which to pick. One person
scored a beautiful lamp,
another a working
vacuum. It would seem
that these 7 families did a
thorough job in clearing
out their cottage drawers
and closets. Puzzles were
among the first to be
grabbed by eager
cottagers looking for
diversions during all the
rain this summer. Also
popular were books,
movies and kitchen
gadgets. We hope that
next year this event will
be bigger and better Many
thanks to Bill Thompson
who kindly took our
leftovers to the Coe Hill
Reuse Shop where they
were gratefully accepted.
by: Jean Key
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As was “par”
for
the
s u m m e r, t h e
by Shannon & Patti
rains came the
night before
the tournament
and almost ruined the day. Luckily, Doug Osborne and his
team at Marvel Rapids got the course and cart paths in
great shape for the tournament. Thank you to those who
walked the course and sorry for your wet feet.

Annual Dickey Lake Golf
Tournament 2017

Winners

Thank you to Joan McLean for hosting our dinner
at her place, even though she wasn’t golfing.
We
appreciate your generosity. Of course our dinner came to
an abrupt end due to…….guess what…… rain! Fortunately,
the dinner and presentations were over. Unfortunately,
many missed dessert due to the mad scramble to get to
their cars before the rain. Thank you to the “clean-up”
crew who were rewarded with extra ice cream.
This year’s winners with a score of 2 under par,
were Shannon McVittie, Adam Norton, Frazer Norton and
Kurtis Norton. Second and third place was awarded to Paul
Murphy, Dave James, Dan & Patti Norton and Don Snider,
Dick Toward, Kim Tiessen and Kees Roodbol. Ladies and
men’s longest drive were won by
Melissa Holder and Eric Fedak.
Closest to the pin were Don Snider
and Shannon McVittie. Shannon
re-donated her prize to Brian
McNeil-Smith for the most honest
golfer. The best dressed foursome
was won by Kevin Stelling, Tom
Stelling, Ellen Goldstein and
Howard Goldstein, the “Royal
Tees”.

2nd

Closest to Pin

3rd

Thank you to everyone
who came out to golf and to dine.
See you next year! And don’t forget your team uniforms!

Most Honest Golfer
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Our

first annual Dickey Lake 5K
Fun Run was just that - a fun run!
We were met by beautiful weather
and the kids race had an
unexpected great turnout. Thanks
to all who participated, volunteered,
and came out to support our
community.
Congratulations to Tracy Hammer
for coming in first place, followed
by Anthony Viscardis in second
place. All our participants did an
outstanding job. Thanks to our
amazing sponsors Best Health
Magazine, Cottage Life Magazine,
Nagi Raw Energy Bars, The Barn
Chefs, The Old Hastings Mercantile
Gallery and Scheuerman Winery for
helping make this happen and for
supplying us with great prizes.
Please join us next year as our
great community event grows. The
Saturday after Dickey Day.

1st Annual

5K FUN RUN

Special thanks to Laura Branson for
organizing such a great event!!

Photo’s by Kim Tiessen
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In June we had about 12 people turn up for
the Pitch In. The winners of the Rita
Chrimpich print for most garbage picked up
went to Phyllis and Lloyd Till. Second prize
went to Neil and Heather. Everyone who
participated got hot dogs and drinks. Thanks
to Mike Stevens and Ron Murray for
organizing the morning event. Great work
everyone!

Creating a History of Shawano
More than a year ago the Shawano Ratepayers Inc.
Directors supported the initiative to create a History
of Shawano.
Extensive research through old records, Shawano
documents, past copies of The Loon's Call and
seemingly endless computer searches have
provided a significant base for this project.
Several individuals have generously provided
printed material and also written letters with
specific information, and to these people I am very
thankful.
But, more information is needed and will be
appreciated.
Back editions of The Loon's Call to be provided on
loan or gifted for ultimately a complete sequence
for the Shawano archives is also solicited. The
issues being sought are: any issue prior to 1992, fall
1992, spring 1993, spring 1994, fall 2001, spring
2002, fall, 2002, spring 2003, spring 2004, spring
2006, fall 2008, fall 2011, fall 2015.
A time-line target date for draft completion is
January 30, 2018. Following extensive proofing,
credit verification, subject flow and chronological
sequencing the entire content will be presented to
the SRI Directors for review, comments and
suggestions.
Your are invited to provide whatever material you
can locate and provide all to me at the earliest
possible date.
You may mail your submissions to me at Box 238,
R. R. # 2, Gilmour, Ontario, K0L 1W0, or place it
in the SRI mailbox (no postage required) at the
main signboard, or drop it off at our residence at
584 Jennison Road.
I look forward to receiving your material.
Best Regards
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Solar Eclipse at Dickey Lake

Type to enter text

Many thanks to Judy and Al Kay for hosting

such as: special glasses, shoe box pinhole
projectors, and even colanders (which I
originally thought were to be used as
inventive head protection but no, the shadow
of the colander looks quite normal but the
holes act like the pinhole projectors showing
only the crescent sun). Lovely wine and treats
were served and added a wonderful glow to
this well attended astronomical event! Hope to
see you for the full eclipse in 2024!

their “Eclipse Viewing” event on Aug.
Thankfully, the weather held and spectacular
views of the eclipse were enjoyed through the
lens of Al’s telescope. Sunspots were clearly
visible as the moon’s shadow moved slowly
across the sun. The ambient light changed as
more of the sun was covered giving the area a
somewhat muted cast. The dire warnings
about viewing the eclipse were heeded and
attendees brought various viewing apparatus

Type to enter text

21st.

Photos by Al Kay
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An Events Time-Line for This Area - Celebrating 150 Years
by Wally Pitt
1820 Lake Township was named
1822 Lake Township was surveyed
1825 July 28, Robert Donald Dickie born
1841 creation of The Province of Canada (Upper & Lower Canada joined)
1850's Murphy's Corners settled
1856 (circa) Jelly's Rapids settled (Glamire)
1859 January 10, Robert Donald Dickie murdered at his Dickey Lake home
1866 Eldorado Gold Rush
1867 Confederation (Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick)
1880 Incorporation of Wollaston Township
1882 Central Ontario Railway built
1884 Iron ore mine opened in Coe Hill
1880's lumbering boom in the area
1961 Havelock bank robbers caught in this area
1967 (circa) the name "Shawano" was chosen
1971 cottage lots officially offered for sale on east side of Dickey Lake & road
construction on the east side of Dickey Lake was underway
1970's Shawano Cottagers' Association formed (now Shawano Ratepayers Inc.)
1970's Dickey Day began as did the production of The Loon's Call
1974 Garbage & recycling pick up commenced (July 4 - October 14)
1976 "Letter of Patent" became official for Shawano Cottagers' Association
1977 Ontario Municipal Board ruled remaining land owned by Mortgage Insurance Corp.
be zoned rural prohibiting large scale development
1977 first Lake Capacity Study for Dickey Lake & Lake of Islands
1977 The Municipality of Marmora & Lake donated a fire pump to the Shawano
Cottagers Association (now long gone)
1979 A store & Marina opened on Dickey Lake
1979 Shawano Trail construction began
1990 Lake of Islands lots went on sale
2003 August 29 micro-burst
2004 July 1 www.dickeylake.ca launched
2007 Associate Membership introduced
2012 October 15 URL changed to www.shawano.ca
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Canada Day Parade
Photo’s by Kim Tiessen

November 24-25

nts

e
Calendar of Ev

Rally of the Tall Pines

November 25
lause
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February 17 - 19

Parade

January 27

Apsley Winter Carnival

Family Day Weekend Snowmobile/Fish Free

March 3

Kawartha & Haliburton
Trappers Carnival
LC
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The Milky Way
We all do a little star gazing,
especially sitting on our
docks, or better still lying
on our docks. We have all
explored the sky with our
naked eye & some with
telescopes, but have we
ever appreciated and
become more knowledgable
of what we are seeing ?

LOON’S CALL
unsuitable for potential lifebearing planets because
such bodies would be to
close to meet the criteria,
red dwarfs are now
considered potential
subjects.

Our solar system is
contained in The Milky Way.
The Milky Way contains
over 200 billion stars and
enough dust and gas to
make billions more. At the
center of the galaxy is the
"galactic bulge". This bulge
is the reason we can see
only a small percentage of
the total stars in the galaxy.
Dust and gas within it is so
thick that you can't even
peer into the bulge of the
Milky Way.
More than half the stars
found in The Milky Way are
older than the 4.5 billionyear-old sun. Galaxies like
ours typically undergo a
stellar baby boom, churning
out stars in enormous
quantities, roughly 10
billion a year.
The most common stars in
the galaxy are the red
dwarfs, a cool star about a
tenth the mass of the sun.
Once thought to be

Looking up we see a broad
swath of light described by
ancients as a river, as milk,
and as a path, among other
things. This has been
visible in the heaven since
the earth was formed. In
reality, this intriguing line of
light is the center of our
Galaxy as seen from one of
the outer arms.

in a disk of material, and no
one can see across the
dense center to the other
side.
The Milky Way is a barred
spiral galaxy about 100,000
light years across. The
Milky Way also contains
two significant minor arms,
as well as two smaller
spurs. One of the spurs
known as the Orion Arm
contains the Sun and the
solar system. The Orion
arm is located between two
major arms, Perseus and
Sagittarius.
The Milky Way is constantly
rotating, as such the arms
are moving through space.
The sun and solar system
travel with them. The solar
system travels at an
average speed of 515,000
mph (828,000kph). At this
speed the solar system
would take about 230
million years to travel all
the way around the Milky
Way.
------------ and there is so
much more to be learned
about The Milky Way

Source: Nora Taylor Redd at
www.space.com
Photo by Al Kay

The solar system sits on
the outer edge of one arm
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Dickey
Day
2017

DICKEY DAY...once again…
an absolute winner!!!!
Dickey Day...an awesome fun filled
family event...that never ceases to
find both kids and parents running
around with ribbons proudly pinned
to their tee shirts. Lots of laughter,
camaraderie, and joy are words that
quickly come to mind, while
reflecting on what happened, when
sitting on the dock at day's end.
Two things that perennially seem as
constants; good weather and
awesome hospitality by GREG AND
LORIE WALTON!!! Many thanks
once again for your kindness and
generosity inviting us to invade
your 'perfect spot' for the day's
activities.
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Dickey Day ‘17
Kudos as well, to the gang that weaves it all together...an amazing team with willing hearts
and skillful hands:
GREG WALTON is a master at moving things along and managing the clock at the same
time...always with the right balance between giving guidance and providing encouragement.
PATTI NORTON continues to be the best multi-tasker on the planet: handling Shawano
memberships, selling Dickey Lake memorabilia, monitoring the scavenger hunt, preparing
loot bags, and being the 'proxy recipient' for many friends and neighbours who won draw
prizes.
KIM TIESSEN captured the excitement with her camera once again, making sure there
would be plenty of memories to enjoy in a colourful, visual format.
SHARON BICKLE is always in her 'niche' as 'ribbon lady' decorating every proud winner
with the appropriate 1st, 2nd, or 3rd place award.
RANDY LOWE served as 'coordinator of judges' by recruiting different volunteers
throughout the day. Thanks to all who helped in this regard.
HELENE MURRAY and MARLENE CHAPELLE provided the younger set with crafts and
games at the Kids' Corner. I understand Maddie Watson and Rebecca Pitt were also part of
that beehive of activity.
BILL and LAURIE ROTHWELL made sure all the food and drink arrived safely and on time,
courtesy of our friends at Foodland in Bancroft.
FRED DAOUST and son DON stayed warm by grilling hot dog after hot dog after hot dog, to
stave off any hunger pangs that might have been present.
DEBBY NOBLE was willing to provide hugs or bandaids as needed, while serving as
'on call' nurse for the day.
JIM POOLE, was on duty with his boat for all activities out on the water. Others who
provided boats to escort the marathon swimmers were WALLY and ANDREW PITT, DAN
GORDON, MIKE STEVENS, LAVERNE WAYTE, and DAN NORTON. JOCELYN LOWE kept her
eye on all the boats while in her kayak (smile) !!!
DIANE WARDEN continues to be the 'Energizer Bunny' fundraiser, encouraging folks to give
to North Hastings Quinte Health Care Centre projects, by sponsoring The Marathon Swim,
or by direct donation.
To wrap things up, JOAN MCLEAN, with able assistance from JEAN KEY, organized and
coordinated the draw for prizes that concluded another yet another absolutely awesome
Dickey Day.
To countless others, who behind the scenes helped make the day a success, heartfelt
thanks.
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Dickey Day 2017 - Event & Winner Board

EVENT
EGG & SPOON RACE

2nd

3rd

Eileen Stelling

Hailey Hunter

Ryan Gillan
Owen Mason

Hayden Hunter
James Wayte

Samuel Armagon
Luke Stone

AGE 11-15

Marissa Wayte
Alyssa Gomez

Tiffany Wheatley
Maddy Watson

Sloan Davidson
Kristen Hartman

AGE 16
PLUS

Matt Watson
Graham Watson

Conner Dalziel & Tyler Jobe
tied with
Robert Jobe & Meri Jobe

Ryan Jobe
Courtney Milligan

Juliet Manlig

Brooklyn Sharp-Stelling

Hailey Hunter

AGE 7-10

Megan Cowan

Jake Redfern

Luke Stelling

AGE 11-15

Aidan Reed

Zoey Warden

AGE 16
PLUS

Tyler Jobe

Andrew Pitt

Conner Jobe

Jimmy Poole

Georgia Pitt

Brooklyn Sharp-Stelling

AGE 7-10

Samuel Armagon

Luke Stelling

Hayden Hunter

AGE 11-15

Aidan Reed

Anthony Viscardis

Sydney Cowan

AGE 16
PLUS

Andrew Pitt

Adrian Viscardis tied with
Brian McNeil-Smith

Chris Ronald

AGE 0-6

1st

Brooklyn Sharp-Stelling

EGG TOSS
AGE 7-10

SACK RACE
AGE 0-6

SHOE KICK
AGE 0-6

THANK YOU for making Dickey Day 2017 a success!
See you next year! 3rd Sat. in July
24
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Dickey Day 2017 - Event & Winner Board

EVENT

1st

2nd

3rd

Georgia & Elsie Pitt

Hayden & Hailey Hunter

Jimmy & Alexis Poole

Dawson Watson
Jake Redfern

Luke Stelling
James Wayte

Azalea Bourgeois
Megan Cowan

Zoey Warden
Eden Brown

Olivia McManus
Emma Benson

Brady McEachran
Anthony Viscardis

Dave & Caroline Watson
tied with:
Devon & David Brady

Cassidy Manio
Micki Ricafort

Conner & Tyler Jobe

Brooklyn Sharp-Stelling
Eileen Stelling

Hailey Hunter
Aspen Bourgeois

Beau Manlig
Eva Perrins

Dawson Watson
Jake Redfern

Hayden Hunter
James Wayte

Luke Stelling
Samuel Armagon

Tiffany Wheatley
Maddy Watson

Anthony Viscardis
Jorelle Daniel

Jocelyn Paitley
Alex McManus

Eva Perrins

Eileen Stelling

3 LEG’d RACE
AGE 0-6

AGE 7-10

AGE 11-15
AGE 16
PLUS

Ballon Toss
AGE 0-6

AGE 7-10

AGE 11-15
AGE 16
PLUS

Jennifer Cowan and
Patti Norton
tied with:
Tyler and Conner Jobe

WATER BOTTLE RACE

AGE 0-6

Brooklyn Sharp-Stelling

SWIMMING
AGE 7-10

Jake Redfern

Samuel Armagon

Ava Roodbol

Ella Redfern

Connor Milligan

Dave Watson

Sloan Davidson

Courtney Milligan

Alex Bourgeois

Marissa Wayte

AGE 11-15
AGE 16
PLUS

MARATHON SWIM

SCAVENGER HUNT TRESSURE BOX WINNER
Dawson Watson

LC
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Roving Dickey Day Reporter
What a wonderful day Dickey Lake enjoyed for their annual Dickey Day held at the Walton’s on July
fifteenth, sun was shining and the weather was perfect for the various activities, competitions and
crafts.
Circulating through the crowd was the best volunteer job I think I’ve ever had because everyone was so
happy, excited, smiling, warm and friendly. I was impressed with the number of first timers and those
that have made this a tradition; some were at the very first one, awesome.
Here are some of the comments heard throughout the day.
Why did you come to Dickey Day?
“To see if phase two wins the Tug of War again”
“To see all the people here especially the kids” This was the most popular response
“Seeing our neighbours , having everyone together” our hosts Greg and Lorie
“Pairing up with new people and making new friends”
“Probably the games: especially the shoe toss and balloon toss”
“Socializing with all the Dick Lake Community”
“Like watching kids have a good time” “Seeing people we haven’t seen in a long time, it’s all about kids
and grandkids” “Watching kids absolutely
“Having my grandchildren with me”
What is the best part of Dickey Day?
“Like everything myself, and that in the balloon toss Mom gets wet”
“Crafts making, made a flower pot”
“Likes getting her face painted with a beautiful butterfly”
“Egg smashing on Sloan’s foot” “Getting an egg cracked on my foot” “Egg toss came first, didm’t get
egged”
“Shoe Kick first place and fishing” “Shoe Toss got 2nd place and Daddy got 1st place”
“It’s all been fun” “Food is good”
“Phase 1 won the Tug of War and we didn’t have to tie the rope to a tree”
Well it seems that Dickey Day is certainly a crowd pleaser and that the organizers are doing it right. It’s a
tradition that old timers treasure and the many new people were impressed and will hopefully make it
Dickey Lake tradition in the future. Truth be told that Dickey Day is appreciated for the opportunity to
meet old friends and make new friends, to have wholesome fun with healthy competition, the smooth
organization, repeating what works and upholding those things that never change like “What’s Dickey Day
without Patti winning everything.” A heartfelt thanks to all the organizers and to all the contributors for
the draw was overwhelmingly expressed at the end of the day.
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Dickey Day Moments
by Kim Tiessen
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Dickey Day Prizes
THE TIN HOUSE, June and Jeff Wells
SHAWANO RATEPAYERS INC.

One of the fun ways to conclude any event is
to give everyone an opportunity to return to
their cottage with a 'surprise' (or two). This is
how it works for Dickey Day.
Each Shawano Ratepayers' Inc. member
receives on arrival, two tickets for the
concluding 'draw' for prizes, which wraps up
the day's awesome activities.
The prizes are donated by various cottagers
and local businesses. All are encouraged to
participate next year by contributing a
'surprise' of your own for the draw.

Individuals:
Maureen and Jim Boyer
Helen and Fred Daoust
Melissa Gomez
Betty and Sid Hillyer
Jean Key
Joanne and Tim Mathewson
Joan McLean
Debby and Mike Noble
Patti and Dan Norton
Hank Rasanen
Judy and Don Snider
Marlene and Bill Thompson
Lorie and Greg Walton

Many thanks for the donations which made
this year's draw worth waiting for!
Businesses:
THE HIDEWAY, Susan Rawn and Steve
Canning

Marathon Swim
Many thanks to Diane Warden and all the participants who raised $1470, the best yet, for
the Bancroft hospital auxiliary. Thank you Diane for all your hard work!
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Cooking With Sue

warmth of the wood stove and turning on the oven
to make a sweet treat gives the cabin a comfy
feeling.
I have a few deserts I always go to and over the
years have added, changed and/or modified it,
whatever you want to call it.

Hope everyone had a safe summer. Cool and rainy
but moments of sun and warmth. A rush to ski and
sunbath and then back to board games and puzzles.
Now that the trees are turning a bright red, yellow
and orange we think of Thanksgiving. A time of
turkey, dressing and those yummy deserts. The

Are You Kidding Cake??
1 box of cake mix
3 large eggs beaten 1 can pie filling
Mix together and pour into a greased 13x9 pan (glass or metal). Bake in a 350 degree pre heated oven for
30-35 min or until toothpick comes out clean.
What kind of cake mix? Spice cake mix add apple pie filling. Yellow cake mix add blueberry pie filling.
Chocolate cake mix add cherry pie filling.

My go to cake is a Coffee Cake not sure why it is called that but does go with a cup of coffee
1 cup of all purpose flour - Mix 1/2 cup milk and 1 egg - 1 cup of sugar - melt 1/2 cup butter - 1 tsp of baking
powder - 1 tsp cinnamon
Mix dry ingredients in bowl. Add 1/2 milk mixture to dry and mix then add 1/2 of melted butter and mix
then the other half of each.
Use an 8x8 greased pan. Pour mixture into it and top with 2 tsp of sugar and bake at 350 for 20-25 min
A changed; omit the cinnamon and add 1 cup of peeled and chopped peach and 1/2 cup of blueberries.

From Dickey Delights II
1 1/2 cups Oreo baking crumbs
1/4 cup melted butter
1/2 cup caramel sauce
3 pkg soft cream cheese

Kahlua Mochaccino Cheesecake

by Nancy Pitt
3/4 cup sugar
3 eggs
1/4 cup Kahlua
6 squares melted semi sweet chocolate

Combine baking crumbs with melted butter. Press on bottom and 1” up the sides of a 9 inch spring form pan.
Pour caramel sauce over crust. Beat cream cheese and sugar until smooth. Add 3 eggs on at a time and then
mix until blended. Stir in Kahlua and melted chocolate. Pour into crust. Bake at 350 for 45-50 min or until
center is almost set. Cool completely then refrigerate 3 hours or overnight.
Serve on a fancy plate. Garnish with thawed whipped topping. Drizzle caramel sauce and grated chocolate.
Wishing everyone a great winter. Stay warm and see you in the spring.
Keep on cooking!
Sue Stevens

Please support our advertisers!
Tell them you saw
Thanks
their
Byron ad
Southern
in the
for thisLoon’s
copy of The Call!
Nugget
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The Loon’s Call is
always looking for your
support, feedback and
input. We always
welcome stories and
photos to publish in our
semi-annual issues.
Capture the moment
and send it to us! If you
want to see something
in these pages - let us
know! You can support
The Loon’s Call in many
ways - tell our
advertisers that you saw
them in The Loon’s Call
- renew your annual
membership - suggest
advertising in The
Loon’s Call.
Contact emails:
shawanoloonscall@gma
il.com,
sri.loonscall.advertising
@gmail.com
Cover Shot Thank Al Kay for
submitting this issue’s cover
shot. The dark sky was lite
and the stars were falling! Al
is always ready for the late
night shots. The Loon’s Call
is looking for the next cover
shot! Have your eyes open
and grab your camera! You
will never know when the
moment arrives.Remember a
good cover shot will be a
portrait oriented shot.
Submit
photos
to
shawanoloonscall@gmail.co
m. Thank you to the many
contributors of stories, info
and photo’s!
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Dickey Lake Central Please feel
free to join our Facebook group,
Dickey Lake Central. It is a great
way to share photos and important
information. This past winter
valuable information about the lake
condition and road closures helped
many travellers. Check it out today!

If you are out on the lake be sure to
boat wisely. Remember to wear
your life
jacket. They
work - if you
wear them!
The air might
be warm but
the water
cools rapidly!
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2017 Dickey Lake Regatta

their hydraulics (stationery bicycles, built into
the pontoons, raced by Olympic cyclists) and
enabled them to navigate the course efficiently.

Better than the America’s Cup?
Bruce & Eileen Curwood

At this juncture, you might reasonably
ask how the Dickey Lake Regatta (where the
16 foot catamarans are sometimes 40 years
old, often held together with duct tape and are
worth a few thousand dollars in most cases)
could possibly compare. Firstly, let’s consider
the venues, where we get to sail the pristine
waters of a spring fed northern lake, while the
waters around Bermuda are almost as
picturesque (but nevertheless shark infested
and somewhat polluted). Then remember the
pride of this year’s overall winners (Brian
McNeil-Smith & Dan Gordon) as they hoisted
the Herb Walton Memorial Trophy for the first
time in exultation (every bit as heartfelt as the
NZ crew)! Let’s not forget the bonds of
friendship that are cemented, while sailing the

The America’s Cup, which is held every
four years, is the oldest, most prestigious and
coveted trophy in the world of sports. Each
sailing vessel, the pride of its nation, costs
about $100 million to design, build and race
and is generally sponsored by dominant
corporates (Prada, Oracle etc.) or
independently, wealthy philanthropists (like Bill
Gates). Imagine fifty-foot catamarans, with
carbon fiber mainsails and the most up-to-date
technology, skimming across the ocean at 35
knots on hydrofoils and rarely slowing down,
even around corners. This year the New
Zealand crew (the winning sextuple) trounced
the Americans 7 races to 1 in Bermuda, with
skill and innovative technology, which powered
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serene shores of Dickey Lake together. This is
in sharp contrast to the America’s Cup where
secrecy and envy prevail. And finally let’s not
overlook the subsequent libations at the post
race party (where no one has video tape to
dispute the tall tales fashioned about the race
and its outcome).

gust. The Warden’s (Jack & Rob) did a stellar
job and were the class of the mono-hull field.
Yes, I must admit the America’s Cup
might be a more spectacular spectator event.
But, this is all the more reason to join us next
year as a participant in the Dickey Lake
Regatta, where you too can relive this
wondrous event each year (not just once in
four years)! So Maty, get those old dinghies off
the shore and come sail with us next year, for
the adventure of a lifetime (of fun and
friendship)!

Now back to this year’s real race. The
Dickey Lake Regatta was deferred until
Sunday, August 20th, due to bad weather.
Nevertheless, that Sunday was probably the
most beautiful day of the summer: sunny, blue
skies prevailed; the winds were light (10 km/h),
but tricky (gusting to 15 km/h); and the
temperature was just ideal at 25 degrees
Celsius. In short, they were perfect conditions
for lighter craft, with cunning captains and big
paddles. Dan Gordon, is by far the best, light
wind, sailor on the lake (also quite an adept
oarsman) and led the pack from start to finish,
with first mate Brian. The Curwood entry did
well until strong winds put his boat in irons,
less than 50 meters from the finish. As the
winds picked up, he was forced to watch the
Norton’s (Danny & Patti), steadily gain the full
length of the lake and whiz by on a favourable

PS: Our heartfelt apologies go out to Scott
Walton and his beautiful bride, Orysia, for the
quick start of the race! We had no idea that
your catamaran, at 450 kilos, was more than
three times the weight of the other
contestants’. Getting it off the beach was no
mean feat. Better luck next year, where I’m
sure stronger winds will lead to much greater
success. Welcome back to the Waltons, we
appreciate your continued participation!

Winners Dan Gordon and
Brian McNeil-Smith
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Hoser Corner

Hoser - Origin, according to wikipedia: The most popular origin story holds that
in outdoor ice hockey, before the zamboni, the losing team in a hockey game
would have to hose down the rink after a game to make the ice smooth again.
Thus the term "hoser" being synonymous with “loser”.

Tip of the day - Winter Prediction 101
by Joe Hoser
“Hey y'all, Joe here, eh! Time for another instalment of hoser
corner. I have just been schooled by an old timer down the road here,
about signs of a harsh winter. First off I must tell you something. You
might think winter just happens and the trusty farmers almanac has all the answers, but hey, what
has the farmers almanac got to do with good seasoned back woods learn'in for my old timer friend.
So ye wanta know what kind a winter we're goin' to have a the lake, or maybe you just don't
care. Well I'm going to give you a few signs of the up and com'in winter anyway, so read carefully this
winter prediction 101 lesson on a page.”
Signs of a harsh winter with cold weather & heavier than average snow fall.
• Look in the marsh land for muskrat houses. The height they are built by now will indicate the
level of spring flooding due to melting snow. Muskrats always keep their dwelling above water
level.
• Check out areas where beavers live. Well built dams , unless they are bank beaver, an abundant
stock pile in the beaver feed bed - located a short distance from the actual beaver house is another
indicator of the winter ahead.
• An abundance of seed on cedar trees
• An abundance of acorns on oak trees
• Squirrels gathering nuts early
• An abundance of cones on spruce & pine trees (the female trees that is)
• Thicker than usual husks on the corn you consumed over the late summer
• Earlier than usual departure of ducks and geese
• Thick hair on the nape (back) of a cow's neck ( oh come on now, this is pushing it)
Some uncertified, unproven and unscientific signs of a harsh winter from Uncle Buck
• Collects and returns all empties to make extra room for fire wood
• Builds plywood extensions for his snow plow on his ATV
• Nails in 2 by 4’s to support the rotting roof in the shed
• Puts extra duct tape on his snowmobile seat
But seriously my friends, most of these winter indicators have been around since pioneer time. My
good buddy, the old timer down the road has been "right on" with a few of these indicators every
year.
Have a good winter folks.
Cheers
Joe
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In Memory
Penny Curtis, long time seasonal cottager at
Dickey Lake passed away Sunday, June 11
after a long battle with cancer. Penny will be
missed by her two children Anne & James,
as well as their families & friends.
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SHAWANO Information for Cottagers, Renters & You

GARBAGE AND RECYCLING DAY Mondays, including
long holiday weekends.
Garbage and Recycling are
collected early in the morning. Your garbage must be in a
bag and tagged. Tags are available for sale from Bob
Gilchrist – 618 Jennison Road – 613-474-0425 at a cost of
$2.00 each sold in sheets of 10. Alternately you may
purchase tags from Gord or Marilyn Hoard – 2377 Ridge
Road – 613-337-5379. Put all garbage in animal proof
containers – not on the road – accessible garbage brings
unwanted animals – raccoons, bears etc. into our area.
NOISE Please be considerate of your neighbours. Keep
noise levels of music and parties low – especially at night
after 10:00 pm. Remember sound is carried much further
over water and especially in the evenings.
FIRES & FIRE BAN Excerpts from By-law 2011-36.
Burning of garbage is not permitted at any time. During
the period between March 31 and September 30, no fire for
the burning of grass, wood or other combustible material
shall be permitted between the hours of 7:00 am and 7:00
pm unless such fire is used exclusively for cooking or
warmth, or, 1. unless such fire is confined within a metal
container and is covered by metal mesh or screening to
prevent the escape of coals, ash and cinders and is subject
to the same hours of burning as stated above and permitted
in all areas except the former Villages of Marmora and
Deloro. 2. Fires used exclusively for cooking or warmth
may be permitted in all areas under the following
conditions: A) Fire must be contained within an approved
outdoor fireplace or contained enclosure no larger than 1
meter in diameter; B) Fire must be a minimum of 3 meters
from any combustible objects and surfaces to prevent
ignition from radiant heat; C) Burning may consist of
untreated wood products only and limited to an amount to
ensure flames are confined within the unit; D) Fire must be
supervised by a responsible person at all times; E) Fire
protection devices such as fire extinguishers, pails of water,
garden hoses, etc. must be present; F) No burning during
periods of high winds; G) Fire exclusively for cooking or
warmth will only be permitted between 7 am and 11 pm
Sunday to Thursday and 7 am to 1 am Friday and
Saturday; H) Approval for “open air burning” must be
obtained from the Fire Chief. Application must show the
type of outdoor fireplace or container area and location. A
valid permit from the Municipality must be registered from
the person responsible for burning; the fire must be
attended at all times by one or more persons 19 years of
age and older. Please exercise care and caution. It only
takes seconds for a spark to ignite dry leaves, tree roots,
etc. Our area is a difficult area for the volunteer fire
department to service. Please have a hose, buckets, shovel
and rake close by to carefully put out your fire. Remember
if you cause a fire the cottage/home owner will be charged
$300 per hour for each fire apparatus and $15 per hour for
each firefighter that attends the fire. You will also be
charged the costs associated if the Ministry of Natural
Resources (MNR) has to be called in to help, as well as for
any damages incurred. If a fire ban is in effect, no

BURNING There is no burning of leaves at any time.
Burning of garbage, plastics, etc is not permitted at any
time .
DOGS the municipality of Marmora and Lake bylaws state
no person shall allow their dog to run at large. This means
in a place other than the owner’s property. All dogs must
be on a leash when off their owner’s property. Constantly
barking dogs are an annoyance to people trying to enjoy a
peaceful time at the lake.
SKINNY DIPPING Well… use your own judgement.
BOATING Keep a safe distance from shore to avoid
underwater rocks and to reduce shoreline erosion. The
speed limit is 10 km/h within 30 meters of shore. Keep
speeds reasonable and avoid large wakes by not allowing
your boat to plow. When you launch your boat make sure
to wash it down thoroughly with bleach to prevent the
introduction of zebra mussels into our lakes.
GAS & OIL SPILLS Avoid gas and oil spills into the lake by
being very careful when filling up – all spills are harmful.
LIFE JACKETS If you are out on the lake remember to
wear your life jackets! They work if you wear them!
ATV & DIRT BIKES may be used on roads. The speed
limit is 30 km/hr. Drivers must wear a helmet and be
licensed.
EMPTY WINE & BEER BOTTLES Please return all your
empties for a refund. Drop Off Locations; Trudy’s (Hwy. 62)
and Elm Street Supplies (Behind the Food Mart in Coe Hill.
Open Tues. - Sat., 11am - 4pm with after-hours drop off
bin). It costs us all if you put them in the recycling.
BELL TELEPHONE If you don't use your place for a long
period, you can suspend your Bell phone service. There is a
one-time fee of $50. If you do take advantage of this
remember your phone doesn't work at all. NO 911.
SNOWMOBILING To ride the trail system you will need A)
a registered snowmobile, B) A drivers licence or operators
permit if you are 12 years or older, C) insurance D) and a
trail permit. Buy your permit where you ride! The local
club is The North Hastings Snow Riders. Permits can be
p u r c h a s e d o n l i n e . A l l t h e i n fo y o u n e e d i s a t
www.ofsc.on.ca.
ICE SAFETY Recognize that the ice will never be
completely safe. There are too many unknown factors. Use
at your own risk. Never go out on the ice alone – always
travel with at least one other friend. Visually inspect the
ice conditions from shore. Look for signs of unsafe
conditions such as open water or large pressure cracks.
Check with the local authorities to see what the ice
conditions are like. Before venturing onto unknown
waterways, make a hole with an auger or an axe
reasonably close to shore, to get a clearer picture. Always
tell someone exactly where you are going and when you
expect to be home. Anything less than 3 inches should be
avoided at all costs. 4 inches can support activities like ice
fishing, walking and cross-country skiing. 5 inches can
support a snowmobile or an ATV, while 8 to 12 inches of ice
is enough to support a small car. And while these guidelines
are generic, ice conditions vary and the above is for newly
formed ice.

burning is permitted Fire ban sign is on Dickey Lake Road.
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DO YOU WANT TO JOIN
THE SUBCOMMITTEE?
The Shawano Ratepayers
Association is extending an
invitation to the next
generation of current
cottage owners to
participate
on
a
subcommittee of the Board
that will provide input on
issues that are important to
the younger generation of
potential cottage owners
and to provide input and
new ideas for the future.
Anyone interested in
pursuing this further is
asked to contact Board
Secretary, Heather Wayte at
h.wayte@hotmail.com.
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Advertiser Directory
(613)-332-8014
All Occasion Event Rentals
(705)-656-4783
Anstruther Lake Marina
(705)-292-9551
Bob Hancock - real estate
(613)-318-9729
Bonnie McLean-Dyas - real estate
(613)-472-2629x2225
Building Official
(613)-332-3320
Card's Building Centre (Rona)
(613)-337-9675
Dan Bird Construction
(613)-474-1122
Dwayne Nicholson
Emma Kearns/Ray Krupa - real estate (613)-332-8801
(613)-332-3020
Freymond Lumber
(613)-202-0266
Furnace Doctor
(613)-337-5379
Gordon Hoard
(905)-432-4870
Grant Contracting
1(800)-663-4193
Jim Alexander - real estate
1(888)-474-0759
Jim Knight - real estate
(613)-337-5379
Marilyn's Tops & Covers
(613)-472-2629
Mike Stevens - Councillor
(613)-337-5050
Old Hastings Gallery
(613)-337-5067
Old Ormsby Schoolhouse Tea Room
(613)-334-0718
Ontario Tree Care
(613)-337-5587
Red Eagle Campground
(613)-474-0425
Rita's Retreat Cottage Gallery
(613)-394-3815
Old Hastings Snowriders
(613)-337-5587
Red Eagle Campground
Ron Dennis Carpentry & Renovations (613)-474-0035
(613)-337-5184
Ron Earle Excavating - Lawn Supply
(613)-474-5473
Shirley Nicholson
(613)-334-5794
SKS Plumbing
(613)-332-9410
Tall Pines Carpentry
(705)-527-5900
The Water Store Midland
(613)-334-9466
Tinhouse Woodworking
(613)-474-2237
Tripp Excavating
(613)-332-8014
Village Playhouse
(613)-332-3424
Wilson TimBR Mart

BAG TAGs

Purchased @
Marmora Municipal Office, 12 Bursthall St
Marmora Library, 37 Forsyth St
Dickey Lake @
Bob Gilchrist, 618 Jennison Rd
Gord & Marilyn Hoard, 2377 The Ridge Rd

$2.00
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Your Membership Dues are important to SRI
Shawano Ratepayers Inc. (SRI) works hard to provide sanctioned activities for all home and cottage owners on
Dickey Lake, Lost Lake, Perch Lake, Lake of Islands and the immediate surrounding “Shawano” area. Some of
the services provided by Shawano Ratepayers Inc. include:
Insurance coverage for all sanctioned events
Dickey Day
Golf Tournament
Sailing Regatta
5K Fun Run
Liaison with Marmora and Lake Township Council
Liaison with County and Provincial officials
Liaison with the Federation of Ontario Cottagers Association
Environmental Protection Issues
Lake water quality testing
Providing and maintaining the SRI information signboard
Lobby for lakefront tax reform Internet site
The Loon’s Call newsletter
Welcome package for new owners
Developing a historical record for “Shawano”
Other issues investigated and acted upon as required.
By becoming a member of the Shawano Ratepayers Inc., not only do you become a member of a friendly
and supportive community, but you also help make possible events as listed. Shawano Ratepayers Inc.
also helps support land owners in the Shawano area against escalating taxes, environmental issues,
liaison with all levels of government members and departments, as well as taking on other important
issues, such as the Limerick Mine Proposal. It is vitally important that every landowner in Shawano join
the Association.

Shawano Ratepayers Incorporated Membership
Shawano Ratepayers Incorporated (SRI) works hard to provide support and
sanctioned activities for all home and cottage owners on Dickey Lake, Perch
Lake, Lost Lake, Lake of Islands and the surrounding Shawano area.
Shawano Ratepayers Incorporated needs the support of EVERY property.
Purchase your membership today for $40.00.
Annual membership fee:
$40.00
Voluntary Financial Assistance to SRI
_______
Total
_______
Make Cheques payable to Shawano Ratepayers Inc.
Deposit in the SRI locked mailbox
beside the SRI Signboard at the
main entrance to Dickey Lake
**Did you know you can pay online via our website? No more forms - Go to
www.shawano.ca**

PLEASE CUT THIS FORM OUT AND FILL OUT
LC

MEMBERSHIP FORM

Owner Membership: $ 40.00. Associate Membership: $ 20.00. Make cheques payable to “Shawano Ratepayers
Inc”. You can slip it through the letter slot in the black SRI mailbox.
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Aidan - the snake
charmer
Carter & Camryn the students

Helene Paulyn Murray

MEMBERSHIP FORM

Heather Maxwell
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Andrea &
Shawano Ratepayers Incorporated Membership
Aaron Nichols

Name_______________________________ Home/Cell (_____) _______-_________

Cottage Address_________________________________________________________
911 number and road name________________________________________________
Cottage Telephone (______) _______-___________
Home Address:__________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Number and Street

City and Postal Code

EMAIL___________________________________
Add me to the email distribution list Yes__ No__
How would you like to receive the Loons Call?
Email only ____ Deliver to cottage____
Please note – your email address is kept confidential and used only to provide Shawano
information to you and will not be given out for any other purpose.
**Did you know you can pay online via our website? No more forms - Go to
www.shawano.ca**
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Lake Scenes
Linda Canhas

Heather Maxwell

Catching the Moon Heather Wayte

Marlene Thompson

Al Kay

Al Kay
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Dawn Purchase

The Loon’s Call thanks; advertisers, readers, photographers, writers, & you! Have a great winter!

Thomas Stelling

Andrea & Aaron
Nichols

Andrea &
Aaron Nichols

Samantha Campbell

Heather Wayte

Great Fishing Morning Samantha Campbell

LC

Marlene Thompson

